We obtain the group indices of a parasymplectic group to a principal congruence subgroup of level q and to an inhomogeneous congruence subgroup of level q.
tetsuo kodama [April Our principal aims of the paper are to prove the following theorems: Theorem 1. The group T(n, F)/r(«, F,q) is isomorphic to a group A(«, F, q).
A definition of the group A(w, F, q) is in §2 and a proof of the theorem is in §3 which is done by using a suitably modified argument of Klingen [3] and a "Hilfssatz" of Christian [1] .
Theorem 2. For the group indices p(n, F, q)=(L(n, F):T(n, F, q)) and/t° (», F, q)=(r(«, F):T°(n, F, q)) it holds that pin, F, q) = N(q)"(2"+1) JJ fl(l -Nip-"1*», where N(-) is the norm of ideal, and ki"=k-i+1 is the largest integer for a fixed integer i and a prime ideal p with (fik, p) = l.
From these theorems we shall get Corollary of Theorem 2. The group A(«, F, q) is isomorphic to the group A(«, /, q), when (fu, q) = l for every i.
Proofs of Theorem 2 and the Corollary are in §4. As our special cases we obtain p(n, I, q) and p°(n, I, q) of Klingen [3] , and those in which o is the rational integer ring (Koecher [4] or Satake [5] ).
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2. The group A(n, F, q). Let us denote the residue ring/¿Jo//¿,q by oi3-and let o*(F, q) be the set of matrices of degree n, (mtj), with the element mu in o{j.
We define an addition © and a multiplication ® for any two elements {ßa) and (fii3) in o*(F, q) by (n where m^ñ^m^ moáfik(\ iorm^effi, njkefjko. In particular it holds that, for w,, w2eot3-and fiu ñ2eo¡k, It is obvious that these operations make sense and o*(F, q) is a ring under the operations. Throughout the rest of this paper we shall denote simply © by +, and skip ® and • to avoid complicated notations. 
T(n, F, q).
In the following we shall prove the ontoness of 0 of Y(n, F) by using induction on «.
When «=1, then F=I, which leads to a well-known result (Klingen [3] , or Hurwitz [2] ). So we assume that our proposition is true for any positive integer less than «. Let where Ts. is in T(«, F) with 5* = S*.
Set N^N^N^N^Ts,, then #"£!>, F) and M=faM)=<l>(N0). This
shows that <£ is a homomorphism of T(«, F) onto A(«, F, q), which completes our proof.
Proofs of Theorem 2 and its Corollary.
To simplify our problem we prove Proposition 2. Ifq=q1q2with(q1,q2)=l,thenlS.(n,F, q)=A(n, F, qx)® A(«, F, q2), where ® means the direct product of the groups.
Proof. For any </>(Af)eA(«, F, q) with MeT{n, F), let us associate a pair of matrices Mk€on{F) such that Mk=M mod(qj., F), k = l,2. This induces an isomorphism of A(n, F, q) into A(n, F, q,)®A(n, F, q2). Conversely for any pair <j>k(Mk)eü.(n, F, qk) with MkeT(n, F), k-\, 2, we determine MeoK(F) such that Mk=M mod(q,., F), k=\, 2. M-qxM2-\-q2M1 is a solution of the congruence equation, where qi+q2=l with qkeqk. For this M we have (¡>(MJM)=J. This shows that the isomorphism is onto and completes our proof.
Corollary.
Ifc\=Tlv\c Pe> P ** a prime ideal, then A(n, F,q) = n®A(n,F,pe). /i"> then <p*(T)eo*(F, q) and <£,¿(/1¿) is a unit in o« for all i. Therefore (f>(T £)A(«, F, q)(<f>(T e))~x is an isomorphic image in A(n, /, q) of A(n, F, q). Comparing the orders of both groups, it follows that A(«, F, q) and A(«, /, q) are isomorphic.
